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Abstract
Natural auditory scenes such as frog choruses consist of multiple sound sources (i.e., individual vocalizing males) producing
sounds that overlap extensively in time and spectrum, often in the presence of other biotic and abiotic background noise.
Detection of a signal in such environments is challenging, but it is facilitated when the noise shares common amplitude
modulations across a wide frequency range, due to a phenomenon called comodulation masking release (CMR). Here, we
examined how properties of the background noise, such as its bandwidth and amplitude modulation, influence the
detection threshold of a target sound (pulsed amplitude modulated tones) by single neurons in the frog auditory midbrain.
We found that for both modulated and unmodulated masking noise, masking was generally stronger with increasing
bandwidth, but it was weakened for the widest bandwidths. Masking was less for modulated noise than for unmodulated
noise for all bandwidths. However, responses were heterogeneous, and only for a subpopulation of neurons the detection
of the probe was facilitated when the bandwidth of the modulated masker was increased beyond a certain bandwidth –
such neurons might contribute to CMR. We observed evidence that suggests that the dips in the noise amplitude are
exploited by TS neurons, and observed strong responses to target signals occurring during such dips. However, the
interactions between the probe and masker responses were nonlinear, and other mechanisms, e.g., selective suppression of
the response to the noise, may also be involved in the masking release.
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Introduction
To perceive the content and location of a target sound in a
complex acoustic environment, the auditory input from this sound
source must be grouped and separated from other sound sources
in the environment [1,2,3]. All sounds arriving at the ears are
decomposed into separate frequency-channels by the hair cells in
the inner ear. To form a coherent percept of different sound
sources in the environment, the information from the separate
frequency channels needs to be recombined, or integrated across
different frequency bands and across both ears. These processes
are thought to occur in the central nervous system and grouping of
acoustic streams is based on common properties across frequency
bands, e.g., common sound onset, modulation, etc.
Comodulation masking release (CMR) is a process that playsa role
in the analysis of auditory scenes [4,5,6,7,8]. CMR facilitates the
detection of a sound source embedded in background noise when the
latter has a common modulation across different frequency bands. It
has been shown psychophysically in humans that for unmodulated or
incoherently modulated masking noises, masking becomes more
pronounced with increasing masker bandwidth up to a certain
bandwidth, the critical bandwidth, beyond which signal detectability
stays the same. However, for coherently modulated maskers,
detectability of the target sound improves when the masker
bandwidth is increased beyond the critical bandwidth, i.e., masking
is released. Such a behavioral CMR-effect has also been shown in
starlings [9,10], barn owls [11] and gerbils [12].
CMR confers advantages for animals that communicate by
sound in acoustically cluttered environments [13]. Many natural
sounds are broadband and modulated, and most background noise
is slowly modulated due to atmospheric conditions [14,15,16]. For
numerous frog species, males congregate around a breeding pond
and form a multi-species chorus. Female frogs need to detect and
localize a conspecific male acoustically in order to avoid across-
species breeding [17,18]. Since a chorus has a pronounced
modulation [19], we investigated whether frog central auditory
neuronsexhibitCMR-properties.WeusedtheCMR-paradigmthat
wasused inthe originalhuman psychophysicsstudy [4] inwhichthe
masking decreased for broadband modulated noise while masking
at these bandwidths remained high for unmodulated noise. The
present study focuses on the torus semicircularis (TS) – a major
sound processing center in the midbrain where significant across-
channel integrationoccurs [20] – and investigates whether there is a
decrease in masking for wideband modulated noise.
Neural correlates of CMR have been investigated in cats
[19,21], starlings [22,23,24,25] and guinea pigs [26,27]. At this
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and it is also not resolved whether CMR has a central or more
peripheral origin. Several different mechanisms have been
proposed for CMR [6,28,29,30,31]. Most psychophysical evidence
supports the dip-listening mechanism [29,32,33] which assumes that
information about the target sound is predominantly derived from
signal occurring during the dips of the masker. Coherently
modulated noise bands outside the target band provide informa-
tion about the location of dips in the masker, and help separate the
target from the masker. Other mechanisms that have been
proposed are the cross-correlation and equalization-cancellation mech-
anisms. The cross-correlation mechanism proposes that the signals
in the different channels are cross-correlated, while in the
equalization-cancellation mechanism the levels of the signals in
the different channels are first equalized, after which they are
subtracted [31]. A second goal of this study was to examine
whether there is evidence for any of these mechanisms in the frog
TS.
Materials and Methods
Extracellular recordings were made from single neurons in the
TS of male Northern leopard frogs (R. pipiens pipiens) ranging in
weight from 12 to 36 grams. Frogs were obtained from Kons
Scientific (Germantown, WI) and were wild-caught in Northern
Wisconsin. In the lab, frogs were kept in a temperature-controlled
environment (18uC), at a 12-hour light-dark cycle. Animal care
and use protocols were approved by the Laboratory Animal Care
Committee of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
(IACUC 03201).
Surgical procedures
Experimental methods and procedures have been described in
detail previously [34]. Briefly, the frogs were anesthetized by
hypothermia [35,36] and immobilized by intramuscular injection of
d-tubocurarine chloride (10 mg/g body weight). The skin and
underlyingmuscles werecutaway to exposethedorsalskull. A small
holewas drilled intheskullto exposethe optictectum,and acutwas
made in the dura mater and pia mater above the optic tectum. The
frog was then transferred to a sound attenuated chamber (IAC
no. 404), of which the walls and ceiling are covered with 120
acoustic foam wedges. Duringthe recordingsession, immobilization
was maintained by injection of 5 mg/g d-tubocurarine chloride
every two hours. Frogs were covered with moist gauze to facilitate
cutaneous respiration. Recordings were made from the left side of
the TS, using glass microelectrodes with a tip diameter of 1–2 mm
that were filled with potassium acetate in Tris buffer (0.05 M). The
electrode was advanced using a remotely controlled piezoelectric
microdrive(RSFElectronik). Auditorycells werefound at a depth of
500–1500 mm from the surface of the midbrain. That the electrode
was located in the auditory nuclei was confirmed from the usually
clearly audible background responses to the search stimulus.
Neurons were recorded from all regions of the TS, but
predominantly from the principal and magnocellular nuclei. Action
potentials were amplified using a Dagan 2400 preamplifier,
bandpass filtered using Krohnhite 3700 and A-M systems 3300
filters and recorded using Tucker-Davis (TDT) system-II hardware
and software running on a Microsoft-Windows PC.
Experimental setup
TDT system-II software was used for stimulus generation and
presentation. A two-channel sound delivery system was used to
generate signal (‘probe’ or ‘target’) and noise (‘masker’) independently.
Probe and masker were independently attenuated, and mixed on a
summing amplifier (Sony GX59ES); the signal was then broadcast
through a free-field loudspeaker (ADS 200LC) that was positioned on
the opposite side of the recording site, at a distance of 55 cm from the
frog. TDT BrainWare was used to record spike shapes and times. The
spikes were sorted offline to eliminate spurious noise. Data were
imported into MatLab (The Mathworks) for further analysis.
Acoustic stimuli and experimental protocol
Acoustic stimuli comprised tone bursts, noise bursts (maskers),
and a probe (Fig. 1). The search stimuli were unmodulated
broadband noise bursts (450 ms duration, 5 ms rise and fall time,
73 dB SPL). Given that some neurons respond only weakly to
broadband noise, all cells that showed spontaneous activity or
auditory responses were tested with tone bursts or pulsed amplitude
modulated (PAM) tones at different frequencies or with a pre-
recorded natural species mating call. After a unit was isolated, its
basic response properties, i.e., its characteristic frequency (CF) and
minimum threshold at CF were determined using tone bursts
(450 ms duration, 5 ms linear ramp time). The probe (P) comprised
a short trill of tone pulses at the unit’s CF having a temporal
structure similar to the species advertisement call [37]. The trill
consisted of 9 tone pulses of 20 ms (including 5 ms linear ramp
times) separated by an inter-pulse-interval of 30 ms (Fig. 1A)
resulting in a pulse rate of 20 pulses/s. The total duration of the trill
was 450 ms. The masker (M) was a 450 ms unmodulated- (Fig. 1B)
or sinusoidally-amplitude-modulated (100% modulation depth;
Fig. 1C) white noise of varying bandwidth centered around the
unit’s CF. The modulated noise was generated by multiplying the
white noise with a sinusoid of 6.7 Hz. The masker level was
corrected for loudspeaker characteristics. The responses to noise
having different bandwidths at constant spectral level were
determined. The masker bandwidths ranged from 0.1 to 2.5–
5 kHz. For bandwidths .2 kHz the noise bandwidth covered the
entire audible range of R. pipiens pipiens (,2 kHz). The critical band
for frogs ranges from 0.15–0.5 kHz for different frog species
[38,39,40]. Since the spectrum level was constant, doubling of the
noise bandwidth produces a 3 dB increase in sound level. Because
CMR is normally observed at sound intensities well above
threshold, the level of an unmodulated masker with a bandwidth
of 1 kHz was 15 dB above the unit’s threshold at CF. TS neurons
typically responded to this masker level for all bandwidths. Each
stimulus was presented 20 times, at an inter-stimulus interval of 2 s.
Since the primary goal of this study was to determine whether and
how signal detectability changes as a function of masker bandwidth
and amplitude modulation, for each unit the rate-level-function
(RLF) to the probe in masker (P+M) was compared to the unit’s
response to the masker alone (M). The paradigm was based on the
psychophysical CMR-paradigm by Hall et al. [4], where the
detection threshold of a probe tone was determined in the presence
of modulated and unmodulated noise. The spectrum level of the
masker was the same in the modulated and unmodulated case;
modulated noise was coherently modulated across all frequencies
with a modulation depth of 100%. Similar to the aforementioned
study, in the case of a CMR the probe detection thresholds in the
presence of wideband modulated maskers are expected to be lower
than for narrowband maskers, and they are expected to be lower
than for the unmodulated wideband noise.
Response to masker (M) as a function of bandwidth
We determined each unit’s responses to unmodulated and
modulated maskers as a function of the masker bandwidth. The
masker bandwidths were 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.7 and 2.5–5 kHz, the
latter covering the entire audible range of R. pipiens pipiens. Twenty
trials per bandwidth were used.
Effects of Bandwidth and Modulation on Masking
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To determine how a masker affected a neuron’s response to the
probe, its masked-RLFs (mRLFs), i.e., the RLFs to the probe in the
presence of masker, were derived for both modulated and
unmodulated maskers and compared to the RLF in response to
the probe alone (P-alone). Masked-RLFs were collected in steps of
5 dB with 20 trials per probe level, or in steps of 2 dB and 10 trials
per level. In the latter case, neighboring probe levels were averaged
to ensure a consistent number of 20 trials in the analysis. For each
unit, three to six mRLFs were collected for modulated and
unmodulated maskers (the minimum was three mRLFs: narrow-,
medium- and wideband noise for P+Mm and P+Mu, if time
permittedup tosix bandwidths werecollected forP+Mm and P+Mu).
Data analysis
The probe detection thresholds were calculated from the units’
RLFs. The detection threshold for probe in masker was estimated
based on the numbers of spikes recorded during the stimulus
period (450 ms) in response to P+M and M-alone using the d9-
statistic [41,42]. d9 was calculated according to Sakitt [43]:
d0~
RPzM{RM ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SDPzM SDM
p
where RP+M is the spike rate in response to the probe in the
presence of masker, SDP+M is the standard deviation (SD) of the
response to the probe in the presence of masker, RM is the response
Figure 1. Acoustic stimuli employed in the experiments. A: The probe (P) was a PAM tone at 20 pulses/s with the carrier at the neuron’s CF.
The maskers are noises with different bandwidths centered around the neuron’s CF (wideband noise shown); these were either unmodulated (Mu, B)
or amplitude modulated (Mm, C) with a modulation depth of 100%. The rise- and fall times for Mu were 5 ms. Spectrogram (D) and waveform (E)o f
the Rana pipiens advertisement call.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031589.g001
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alone. The distributions of the spike counts were approximately
Gaussian. The probe detection threshold was defined as the probe
level at which d9=1. For the majority of neurons, the detection
threshold could be determined using this method.
For some neurons, increasing the probe level produced little or
no increase in spike count, and the criterion of d9=1 was
not reached, although the neuron exhibited overt time-locked
discharges to the probe, as also observed in the gerbil cochlear
nucleus [44]. Figure 2 shows an example of such a neuron. To
determine the degree of envelope-following to the probe we
computed the synchronization coefficient (SC) according to
Goldberg and Brown [45]:
SC~
1
N
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X n
i~1
Ri cos
2pi
n
   "# 2
z
X n
i~1
Ri sin
2pi
n
   "# 2
v u u t
where N is the total number of spikes in the period histogram, n is
the number of bins (binsize 1 ms), and Ri is the number of spikes in
bin i. A Rayleigh test of uniformity was performed to determine
whether the directionality of the response was significant. Only
significant SCs were used and the detection criterion for the SC
was SC=0.3.
In cases of overt time locking in the absence of an increase in
spike rate, the SC was used to determine the detection threshold.
Because probe and modulated maskers had different periodicities,
the firing synchronization to the probe and masker could be used
to gain insight into the CMR mechanism. The advantages of using
the SC were: 1) the probe could be detected even when units did
not show an increase in spike count at increasing probe levels, 2)
the SC was more robust, 3) the SC was often more sensitive than
the d9-method. The disadvantage is that the SC can only be used
for neurons that exhibit time-locked firing. The SC as a measure
of detectability of a probe in masker was used previously
[44,46,47,48] and was shown to yield lower detection thresholds
than a rate-based metric [47]. However, many neurons did not
show time-locked responses to the probe, and since there is no
equivalence between detection criteria based on SC and d9, the SC
was used only if the d9-method failed to produce an estimate of the
detection threshold, and the SC was only used in relative metrics,
e.g., characterization of the shape of the curve of detection
threshold versus bandwidth.
Many properties of the neurons were not normally distributed.
Therefore, data were characterized by their medians. For
statistical testing a Wilcoxon paired signed rank test was used.
Categorical data were tested for marginal homogeneity using
Bhapkar and McNemar tests.
Results
Responses to masker as a function of its bandwidth were
obtained from 166 TS neurons from 73 frogs. For 115 of the 166
neurons, we obtained responses to the probe in the presence of
masker (P+M). The neural responses to tone bursts and P-alone
Figure 2. Example of a neuron that shows overt time locking to the probe. The unit’s responses to P+Mu at increasing probe level (A) show
firing periodicity corresponding to the envelope of the probe. The number of spikes remained approximately constant for increasing probe levels (B,
dashed line indicates response to noise alone) and d9 did not reach threshold, and thus the probe is not detectable based on the d9-method (C).
However, the probe signal is clearly detectable based on the SC (D).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031589.g002
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0.1–1.8 kHz and were clustered around 0.1–0.5 kHz, 0.7–
1.2 kHz, and 1.5 kHz, in agreement with earlier studies in Rana
pipiens pipiens [20,49,50]. In response to tone bursts at the unit’s
CF, TS neurons exhibited either a phasic (31%) or tonic (69%)
discharge pattern, using the classification scheme of Gooler and
Feng [49]. Detection thresholds for P-alone ranged from 11–
87 dB SPL but fell largely within a band of 20–40 dB SPL, with a
median of 32.5 dB SPL with interquartile range (iqr) of 14.9 dB
SPL.
Effect of masker on spike rate and temporal response
pattern
The presence of masker generally altered a unit’s spike rate and
temporal discharge pattern to the probe. Figure 3 shows the
responses of three neurons that showed periodic discharges to the
probe (left column). The responses to P+M indicate that the
presence of masker disrupted the regularity of the response to the
probe (4
th and 5
th column). Figure 3B and C show the disruption
of the regular firing pattern to the probe by Mm, Mm disrupted the
response during the peaks of the masker, but left the response
during the dips (1
st,4
th and 7
th probe tone) more or less unaffected.
Figure 3D–E shows drastic suppression of the unit’s probe
response by Mu although the unit did not respond to Mu alone.
The modulated masker showed less severe suppression and the
response to the 2
nd,5
th and 8
th probe tone were retained. In
Fig. 3F, the overall spike rate is increased for P+M, however when
P coincided with Mu or the peaks of Mm the neuron’s temporal
precision was degraded (Fig. 3G).
66 neurons had either time-locked responses or onset responses
to the probe. In many cases the responses to P and Mm were
additive and the spike rate in response to P+Mm was highest
when pulses of the probe coincided with the peaks of Mm (Fig. 3F–
G, 29 neurons). In other cases, adding Mm suppressed a unit’s
Figure 3. Firing patterns of different neurons. Rasterplots and peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) showing the temporal firing patterns to P-
alone (1
st column), wideband Mm (2
nd column), wideband Mu (3
nd column), P+Mm (4
th column) and P+Mu (5
th column) for three representative
neurons (B–G). The stimuli are shown in (A). The binsize for the PSTHs was 2 ms. For the neuron in (B, C) and (D, E) addition of the masker degrades
the temporal pattern of the response to the probe. In panels B and C, the probe responses occurring during the dips of the Mm are unaffected (1
st,
4
th and 7
th pulse in the 4
th column), whereas the unit’s firing rate and time-locking to the probe are decreased when the probe coincides with the
masker. For the neuron in (D, E) the presence of the masker severely disrupted the response to the probe. In the presence of modulated noise, only
the response to the 2
nd,5
th, and 8
th pulse remained (4
th column). The neuron in (F, G) responds to the temporal pattern of the probe despite the
presence of maskers albeit the detection thresholds were elevated. In the presence of modulated masker, timing accuracy to the pulses occurring in
the dips (1
st,4
th and 7
th pulse, 4
th column) was higher than to pulses occurring during other phases.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031589.g003
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response during the dip (Fig. 3B–C, 6 neurons) or the falling
phase (Fig. 3D–E, 5 neurons) of the masker unchanged or
minimally affected. A few cases (3 neurons) could not be
classified, and the remaining neurons showed an equal response
to all probe pulses after adding Mm. For neurons that did not
show time-locked responses to the probe adding a masker did not
lead to noticeable changes to the temporal discharge pattern to
the probe.
Bandwidth dependence of the response to M-alone
Without exception, the response of TS neurons to M-alone
depended on the masker bandwidth. For 166 neurons, the
response to modulated masker was acquired, and for 109
neurons the responses to both masker types was acquired. Five
different types of response functions could be distinguished
(Fig. 4). Assignment to a given response-type was determined by
t h ed i f f e r e n c eb e t w e e nt h en a r r o w e s t - ,m i d d l e -a n dw i d e s t
bandwidths; an increase or decrease in spike rate of 5%
determined the difference between M-, W- and MW-type, and
between N- and NW-type. The label indicates the bandwidth to
which the neuron is most responsive, i.e., narrow, medium or
wide. The different response types reflect differential across-
frequency integration or inhibition: 1) W-type neurons showing
a monotonically increasing response to an increase in masker
bandwidth (Fig. 4A). Such neurons responded most strongly to
wideband masker, and least to narrowband masker. This
response type was observed for 13% (14/109) of the neurons
in response to modulated masker (Mm), and 9% (10/109) in
response to unmodulated masker (Mu). 2) MW-type neurons
showing a rapid increase in their response with increasing
bandwidth, after which the response saturated (Fig. 4B, 15% for
Mm (16/109), and 16% (17/109 for Mu)). 3) M-type neurons
were characterized by an initial increase in spike rate followed
by a decrease for wideband noise (Fig. 4C, 45% for Mm (49/
109), and 42% (46/109 for Mu)); these neurons thus showed a
response maximum for maskers of intermediate bandwidths. 4)
N-type neurons responded most strongly to narrowband masker
a n ds h o w e dap r o g r e s s i v ed e c r e a s ei nr e s p o n s ew i t hi n c r e a s i n g
bandwidth (Fig. 4D, 17% for Mm (19/109), and 27% (29/109
for Mu)). 5) NW-type neurons showed an initial decrease
followed by a subsequent increase in response as the masker
bandwidth was increased (Fig. 4E, 4% for Mm (4/109), and 4%
(4/109 for Mu)); these neurons showed a response minimum for
maskers of intermediate bandwidths. Only a few neurons
showed responses that could not be classified into one of these
categories (O-type, 6% for Mm (6/109), and 3% (3/109 for
Mu)).
Differences between modulated and unmodulated
maskers
For the 109 TS neurons for which responses to both modulated
and unmodulated maskers were acquired, the shape of the unit’s
response function was the same in 69% of the cases; the remaining
neurons displayed differential response functions. For both
modulated and unmodulated maskers (Fig. 5A), the M-type was
the most common response pattern, with the NW-type being the
least common. The W-type (monotonically increasing response
pattern) was observed slightly more frequently for modulated
maskers, while the N-type, with monotonically decreasing response
pattern, was more prevalent for unmodulated maskers. There were
significant differences in the shapes of the response curves for
modulated and unmodulated maskers (p=0.02, Bhapkar test). The
N-type category showed significant differences in row and column
proportions (p=0.01, McNemar test, Bonferroni-corrected).
Figure 5B shows the median firing rates for modulated and
unmodulated maskers having different bandwidths (at equal peak
noise level). For both maskers, the median spike count of the
population of neurons increased progressively with increasing
masker bandwidth, but decreased for the widest bandwidth. The
decrease between 1.7 kHz and .2 kHz was significant, as were all
increases in neighboring bandwidths except between 0.8 kHz and
1.7 kHz (p,0.05, Wilcoxon signed rank test, Bonferroni corrected
for multiple comparisons). There was a significant difference in
average spike count between the two types of masker when the
masker bandwidth was #0.4 kHz (0.1 kHz: p=10
213, 0.2 kHz:
p=10
28, 0.4 kHz: p=0.0002; Wilcoxon signed rank test, 109
neurons). The differences were not significant for masker
bandwidths .0.4 kHz (0.8 kHz: p=0.60, 1.7 kHz: p=0.11,
.2 kHz: p=0.26; Wilcoxon signed rank test, 109 neurons). The
median difference in spike rate between Mm and Mu ranged from
0.05–0.65 spikes per trial: the median Mu-Mm was 0.65 spikes/
trial for a bandwidth of 0.1 kHz, 0.5 spikes/trial for 0.2 kHz, 0.28
spikes/trial for 0.4 kHz, 0.05 spikes/trial for 0.8 kHz, 0.30 spikes/
trial for 1.7 kHz and 0.11 spikes/trial for .2 kHz. Thus,
differences in response between Mu and Mm decreased with
bandwidth and were minor for bandwidths .0.4 kHz.
Response to probe in masker as a function of masker
bandwidth
Figure 6 shows the RLF of a representative neuron’s response to
P-alone (dashed curve in columns 1 and 2), and its mRLFs to P+M
for modulated (Mm) and unmodulated maskers (Mu) (solid curves
in columns 1 and 2, respectively). For both maskers, an increase in
bandwidth shifted the mRLF progressively to the right, indicating
increasing suppression of the probe response. The probe detection
Figure 4. Representative examples of the different types of responses to Mm as a function of bandwidth. A: monotonically increasing
(W-type). B: monotonically increasing response that saturates (MW-type). C: M-type neuron showing an initial increase followed by a decrease. D:
Decreasing response (N-type). E: initial decrease in response followed by an increase (NW-type).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031589.g004
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P+M and to M-alone (dotted line). For Mu (dashed line in Fig. 6M),
this neuron showed a progressive elevation of the probe detection
threshold (i.e., increased masking) with increasing masker
bandwidth, reaching saturation at a bandwidth of 2 kHz. For
Mm (solid line in Fig. 6M), masking was lower, likely due to the
lower RMS noise level of Mm and here an increase in masker
bandwidth initially elevated the unit’s probe detection threshold
(up to 2 kHz), but a further increase in bandwidth resulted in
release from masking.
The relationship between the detection threshold and band-
width of Mm was variable (Fig. 7). The following response curves
as a function of masker bandwidth were observed: 1) W-type that
was characterized by a monotonic increasing probe detection
threshold with increasing masker bandwidth (Fig. 7A), 2) MW-
type, featuring a rapid increase in detection threshold that leveled
off with further increases in bandwidth (Fig. 7B), 3) M-type, which
featured the strongest masking (i.e. highest probe detection
threshold) at an intermediate masker bandwidth (Fig. 7C), thereby
showing masking release with an increase in bandwidth, 4) N-type
that showed maximal masking by narrowband noise, and
progressively less masking by medium- and wideband noise
(Fig. 7D), and thus also showed masking release with increasing
masker bandwidth, 5) NW-type that showed initially reduced
masking, followed by an increase in probe detection threshold with
increasing masker bandwidth (Fig. 7E); these neurons showed
maximum masking release for an intermediate masker bandwidth.
Neurons were assigned to a category based on the difference
between the middle bandwidth and the narrowest and widest
bandwidth, increases or decreases of .1 dB SPL determined
allocation to M-type vs. W-type and MW-type, and N-type vs.
NW-type.
Masking of probe in Mm and Mu
The distribution of the response-types to P+Mm and P+Mu is
shown in Fig. 8A; it represents all neurons for which masking
curves in response to P+Mm as well as P+Mu were acquired. Most
neurons (72%) showed the same type of response curve for Mm
and Mu. For Mu the W-type (monotonically increasing function of
masker bandwidth) was the most common (35%); other response
functions were less common (13–20% of neurons each). In
contrast, for Mm the M-type response function (39%), showing
release from masking for wideband maskers, was most prevalent.
For most TS neurons, the presence of a masker elevated the unit’s
probe detection threshold. The median increases in threshold as a
function of masker bandwidth are shown in Fig. 8B for Mm and
Mu. Figure 8B includes all neurons for which the responses to both
P+Mm and P+Mu were acquired for a given bandwidth. For both
maskers, the median probe detection thresholds increased
progressively with increasing masker bandwidth; at a masker
bandwidth of 0.1 kHz the increase in probe detection threshold
was about 4 dB SPL, which increased to 13–16 dB SPL at a
bandwidth of 1.7 kHz, and decreased slightly at bandwidths
.2 kHz. 25% of TS neurons showed a decrease in detection
threshold when a masker was present, i.e., a facilitating effect, but
this was observed primarily with narrowband modulated maskers.
Detection thresholds were significantly lower for P+Mm than for
P+Mu for bandwidths of 0.1 kHz, 0.2 kHz and .2 kHz (p=0.002
for 0.1 kHz (27 neurons), p=0.004 for 0.2 kHz (53 neurons),
p=0.07 for 0.4 kHz (42 neurons), p=0.17 for 0.8 kHz (24
neurons), p=0.64 for 1.7 kHz (21 neurons) and p=0.002 for
bandwidths .2 kHz (55 neurons), Wilcoxon signed rank test). The
median difference in threshold elevation between P+Mm and
P+Mu ranged from 0–2.1 dB SPL (the median was 2.1 dB SPL for
a bandwidth of 0.1 kHz, 1.9 dB SPL for 0.2 kHz, 0 dB SPL for
0.4 kHz, 0.3 dB SPL for 0.8 kHz, 0 dB SPL for 1.7 kHz and
1.2 dB SPL for .2 kHz). Thus, across the population the
detection thresholds for P+Mm were significantly lower than for
P+Mu for bandwidths of #0.2 kHz and .2 kHz. The behavioral
CMR is characterized by distinctly different curves for the
threshold as a function of bandwidth for the two types of maskers
[4]. However, across the population of TS neurons the detection
thresholds were lower only for bandwidths .2 kHz, as well as for
narrowband Mm.
If the behavior is subserved by a subpopulation of neurons, such
neurons are expected to have different response curves for P+Mm
vs. P+Mu. The distribution of the shapes of the masking response
curve for P+Mm vs. P+Mu is shown in Fig. 8C. On the diagonal
are neurons that showed the same type of masking response curves
for Mm and Mu. There were significant differences in the curve
shapes for the different masker types (p=0.009, Bhapkar test). The
W- and M-type categories showed significant differences in row
and column proportions (p=0.03 and p=0.01 respectively,
McNemar test, Bonferroni-corrected). About 15% of TS neurons
(gray circles) belonged to this off-diagonal category displaying W-
or MW-type masking response curves for Mu, and MW- or M-type
for Mm. Figure 8D shows the median threshold elevation for P+M
as a function of bandwidth for these off-diagonal neurons.
Figure 5. Population characteristics of the responses to Mm and
Mu.A :Relative occurrence of the different types of response functions
(see Fig. 4) for Mm (black) and Mu (gray). B: Median response over the
population of neurons to Mu (gray) and Mm (black) having different
bandwidths. Included are data from 109 neurons for which responses to
both Mm and Mu were acquired. Errorbars indicate interquartile ranges;
the large interquartile ranges illustrate the high variability of the neural
responses.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031589.g005
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neurons, and the difference between modulated and unmodulated
maskers reached significance only for the widest bandwidth
(.2 kHz, p=0.009, Wilcoxon signed rank test, 8 neurons) with
a median difference of 4.0 dB SPL.
Discussion
In this study we investigated how masker bandwidth and
amplitude modulation affect masking of a PAM tones with a
similar temporal structure as the frog mating call. We found that
the degree of masking depended on the masker bandwidth and its
modulation, i.e., Mm was a less potent masker compared to Mu for
narrowband and wideband maskers, but not for medium-band
maskers. Across the population masking increased with increasing
bandwidth, but decreased for the widest bandwidths.
Response to M-alone
The neural responses to M-alone were bandwidth-dependent
for all neurons. The median response of the population increased
with bandwidth, reflecting an increase in energy as the bandwidth
increases, although for the widest bandwidth the response
decreased. Klump and Nieder [22] observed similar responses to
noise in the starling forebrain. The stronger response of the neural
population to wideband masker was also shown using fMRI in the
human inferior colliculus (IC), where the functional activation
increased with bandwidth for unmodulated masker both at
constant spectrum level and at constant sound pressure level
[51]. Here, we kept the spectrum level constant, in keeping with
the psychophysical CMR-paradigm [4], and band-widening
paradigms used in other studies [22,52,53]. In some studies, the
sound pressure level was kept constant [54]; a constant sound
pressure level however, leads to a decrease in spectrum level with
increasing bandwidth, and may confound bandwidth-dependent
releases from masking.
Effects of changing masker bandwidth were heterogeneous.
Some neurons showed an increase in response to the masker as its
bandwidth increased and were thus most responsive to wideband
noise; other neurons responded mainly to narrowband noise, or
were most responsive to maskers having intermediate bandwidths.
A variety of response curves, similar to the ones observed here, was
also observed in the mammalian cochlear nucleus [52,53,55,56]
and monkey auditory cortex [54]. A possible biological signifi-
cance of bandwidth-selectivity is that it confers sensitivity to
different types of environmental sounds, e.g., vocal signals [13].
Differences in neural frequency-tuning may underlie these
differences in curve shapes. However, differences in curve shapes
between Mm and Mu that were observed in 31% of frog TS
neurons cannot easily be explained by frequency tuning, and
indicate a complex interaction between bandwidth and amplitude
modulation, i.e., their effects on the neural response are not
independent. Neurons that show differential bandwidth-depen-
dence when sounds are modulated could be more sensitive to
specific vocalizations. The differences may be caused by non-
linearities in the tuning properties of neurons, such as differences
Figure 6. Effect of masker bandwidth on probe detection
threshold. A–F: RLFs for Mm; the dashed line indicates the RLF for the
probe alone (P) and the solid line shows the mRLF for the probe in the
presence of masker, while the dotted line shows the response to
masker alone. The masked threshold is indicated by the gray dots. G–L:
RLFs in response to Mu. M: detection thresholds as a function of the
masker bandwidth for P+Mu (dashed line) and P+Mm (solid line).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031589.g006
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[57,58]. For instance in the cat IC [59] and in auditory cortex
[60,61] the excitatory frequency tuning curve for tones was found
to deviate substantially from the tuning curve for complex sounds.
To fully quantify the relationship between frequency selectivity
and the response to noise of variable bandwidth, a systematic study
of excitatory tuning properties, inhibitory sidebands, and tuning to
noise or complex stimuli is needed.
Figure 8. Population characteristics of the responses to P+Mm and P+Mu.A :Distribution of the different response functions (see Fig. 7) for
P+Mm (black) and P+Mu (gray). ‘O’ indicates other types of responses. B: Median threshold increase (DTPzMu=PzMm{DTP) for Mm (black) and Mu
(gray), as a function of masker bandwidth. Errorbars indicate interquartile ranges; large interquartile ranges point to the high variability in the neural
responses. C: Relative occurrence of the different types of threshold curves for P+Mm (ordinate) and P+Mu (abscissa). The size of the dots indicates the
percentage of neurons, with the largest dot corresponding to 17.5%. Combinations that can lead to CMR-type behavior are indicated in gray. D:
Median detection thresholds for Mm (black) and Mu (gray) for the off-diagonal neurons (gray circles) in C.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031589.g008
Figure 7. Differential effects of masker bandwidth on probe detection threshold for Mm. The different response types that were observed
were: A: a monotonic increase in probe detection threshold for increasing noise bandwidths (W-type neurons). B: a monotonic increase in detection
threshold that levels off (MW-type), C: an initial increase followed by a decrease in threshold at increasing bandwidths (M-type), D: a systematic
decrease in detection threshold with increasing bandwidth (N-type). E: an initial decrease followed by an increase in threshold at increasing
bandwidths (NW-type).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031589.g007
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presumably due to the lower SPL of Mm. However, the difference
between Mm and Mu was not significant for bandwidths
.0.4 kHz, despite the higher RMS sound level of the unmodu-
lated masker. Also, the increase in spike rate with bandwidth was
not significant from 800 to 1.7 kHz and decreased thereafter. This
suggests a relative insensitivity to the RMS sound level at wide
bandwidths and possible suppression for large bandwidths. The
similar response to Mm and Mu at wide bandwidths despite the
lower RMS sound level of Mm may reflect a higher sensitivity of the
neurons to modulated than to unmodulated sounds. Environmen-
tal sounds are often broadband [13] and amplitude modulated
[15,62], including the advertisement calls of R. pipiens, and large
choruses [19]. The finding that a fraction of the TS neurons
responded preferentially to narrowband unmodulated noise
(Fig. 5A) raises the question whether this is also an adaptation to
the frog’s natural environment. To determine whether this is the
case, one needs to carry out a systematic recording of the
bandwidth and modulation spectrum of sounds in the frog’s
natural environment.
Response to probe in masker
For all neurons, we found that masker bandwidth affected the
strength of the neuron’s response to the probe when the masker
was present. Adding a masker shifted the unit’s RLF for most
neurons (compared to the RLF for P-alone) and thus changed the
detection threshold; shifts of the RLF to the right as well as to the
left were observed. The detection threshold for the probe usually
increased when a masker was present. However, shifts of the RLF
to the left typically led to a lower detection threshold compared to
P-alone (facilitation). For the population, the median detection
threshold for probe in masker (Mm or Mu) was elevated with
increasing masker bandwidth. However, individual neurons show
considerable variability, as indicated by the large interquartile
ranges of the population, ranging from a decrease in detection
threshold (i.e. facilitation) by as much as 12 dB SPL to a threshold
increase of .20 dB SPL.
Mu and Mm produced significantly different masking. In
general, whereas Mm and Mu both elevated the unit’s probe
detection threshold, Mu typically was a more effective masker than
Mm. This was also observed in the starling forebrain [22]. The
reduced potency of Mm could be due to the occurrence of dips in
the masker, or due to its lower SPL. However, the masker
detection thresholds were not significantly different for medium
band maskers, making it less likely that it is purely due to the
difference in SPL. Similarly, neural responses to the masker alone
were not significantly different for large bandwidths. Masking by
Mm was lower than by Mu for narrowband noise and for the
widest bandwidth, indicating a release from masking at the
broadest bandwidth. This may lead to a possible CMR in frogs,
although the masking curve shape is different from the masking
curves observed in humans [4]. However, the frog’s auditory range
is much smaller than humans, and thus their masking curves might
be very different.
Differential masking between Mm and Mu was bandwidth
dependent, suggesting across-channel frequency processing. About
30% of the neurons showed different masking curves for Mm and
Mu and significant changes in the types of response curves were
observed between modulated and unmodulated maskers. The
larger number of W-type response curves and smaller number of
M-type response curves for Mu implies that wideband Mu is a
more potent masker than wideband Mm. The shape of the
response curve to M-alone was similar to the shape of the masking
curve in only 30% of the neurons. For instance, a strong response
to the masker does not necessarily mean that the detection
threshold for the probe will be elevated. Thus, the response to M-
alone could not always predict masking efficacy.
Some neurons showed release from masking that was only
bandwidth-dependent (like N- or M-type neurons), while others
showed lower masking for Mm which was the same across all
bandwidths. This suggests that the contributions of bandwidth and
modulation to masking release may occur separately in different
populations of neurons. Neurons that exhibit features like
modulation-dependent release from masking or bandwidth-
dependent release from masking may be precursors of a neural
CMR phenomenon. A postsynaptic neuron receiving input from
both types of neurons might show an effect of bandwidth and
modulation or a CMR effect. Fifteen percent of TS neurons
exhibited both bandwidth- and modulation-dependent release
from masking (Fig. 8C, D) – these may contribute to a behavioral
CMR. That such properties are observed in only a small
population of midbrain neurons and thus do not exert marked
effects on the population response, is in agreement with previous
reports in other animals [23,24,26,27]. Different neurons may
serve different tasks, and the properties of single neurons may be
combined at a higher level to give rise to a behavior [27,63],
although at the population level no clear effect is apparent.
A behavioral CMR-effect has been demonstrated in a number
of species although not yet in frogs. The differences in detection
threshold found here were not large, but they may be behaviorally
relevant. Sound levels found in spatial release from masking in
frogs were 3 dB SPL or less in green treefrogs (Hyla cinerea) [64],
while Bee [65] found a spatial release of 6–12 dB SPL in grey
treefrogs (Hyla chrysoscelis). He also found that spatial release from
masking was most effective for a SNR difference of 0–6 dB SPL
between target and masker [66]. Although we did not find an
obvious correlate of the psychophysical masking curve, the
response properties of a small population of TS-neurons suggest
that R. pipiens might exhibit a behavioral CMR. However, to fully
resolve whether frogs have CMR needs to be demonstrated
behaviorally.
Mechanism
The temporal pattern of a unit’s response to P+M can shed light
on how a masked probe is detected and perhaps on a mechanism
for CMR. Although the number of neurons that showed different
temporal patterns was too low to clearly correlate temporal
patterns with masking curves, the temporal patterns observed for
P+Mm can give hints about possible mechanisms. Ten percent of
frog TS neurons showed evidence supporting dip-listening (Fig. 3);
these neurons have strong responses to the probe when it occurs in
dips of the masker, while the responses during other phases of the
masker are degraded. Such neurons tend to show less masking for
Mm, and thus may be involved in modulation-dependent release
from masking. In the mammalian cochlear nucleus [26,27]
flanking bands inhibited the on-frequency masker, making the
probe more salient. Suppression of the response by the wideband
masker was also seen in some neurons (Fig. 3), and such a
mechanism might be present in neurons showing dip-listening.
Other mechanisms, such as noise suppression or compression of
the envelope in the auditory periphery [19,31,67] may also play a
role. For example, for a number of neurons, the probe overtly
suppressed the unit’s response to the masker (Fig. 3). Strong
suppression of the response to the masker at high probe levels has
also been reported by Las et al. [21] in the cat IC. For some
neurons in the frog TS, however, suppression of the masker
response occurred at low as well as high probe levels. The
responses to the probe and to masker generally interacted
Effects of Bandwidth and Modulation on Masking
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org 10 February 2012 | Volume 7 | Issue 2 | e31589non-linearly, and the response to P+M cannot be predicted on the
basis of the responses to P-alone and M-alone. The heterogeneity
of TS neurons and the fact that many TS neurons do not show
time-locking [34] mean that a detailed study of the units’ temporal
responses requires a very large sample size. Further studies are
needed to fully characterize the units’ temporal responses, and to
determine the specific masker features that contribute to release
from masking.
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